WORLD CONGRESS OF SOCIAL WORK 2023 GLOBAL AND LOCAL INEQUALITIES.

AXES OF THE CONGRESS
1. Social Work towards major social, local and international conflicts.
2. From the classic theoretical and methodological insights, to the contemporary ones.
4. Local and International social inclusive processes.
5. Strengthening the disciplinary construction, from the formative processes of the Social Work.

OBJECTIVE
Promote spaces for reflexive dialogue from the diverse perspectives and contributions of Social Work, for understanding and social intervention against inequalities and global social problems in complex contexts, which challenge our disciplinary and professional pillars.

OCTOBER 5TH, 6TH & 7TH 2023
PALACIO DE MINERIA
MEXICO CITY, MEXICO.
Tacuba 5, Centro Histórico, Cuauhtémoc, 06000, Mexico City, Mexico.

HYBRID CONFERENCE

KEYNOTE LECTURES
PANELS
THEMATIC TABLES
SYMPOSIA
WORKSHOPS
CULTURAL EVENTS
EXPO SALE OF BOOKS AND CRAFTS
TOURIST SCHEDULE

INFORMATION: congreso@ents.unam.mx
https://congresomundialts2023.com